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Abstract. This paper discusses two applications of model transforma-
tion to method engineering; one is method assembly of diagram based
methods and formal methods and the other one is providing formal se-
mantics with meta models by means of the transformation of the meta
model descriptions into the formal descriptions. We use Class Diagram
to define the meta models, and the models following the meta model
can be represented with instance graphs. Thus our model transforma-
tion is based on graph grammars. To show and clarify the benefits of
model transformation in method engineering, we illustrate the transfor-
mation rules and how to transform models. We use two examples; one is
a method assembly of Class Diagram and Z and the other one is defining
formal semantics of the meta model of Class Diagram.

1 Introduction

As information systems to be developed become larger and more complex, model-
ing methods such as object-oriented analysis and design methods (simply, meth-
ods) are being one of the key technologies to develop them with high quality.
Modern methods such as RUP[9] adopt the techniques from multiple viewpoints.
For example, UML[17], which is used in these methods, has nine diagrams that
can depict functional aspects, structure, behavior, collaboration and implemen-
tation ones of the system. In this situation, transformation on these models from
different views, we call it model transformation, has played an important role as
follows;

1. Checking consistency : transforming into a common notation the different
descriptions that have overlaps with each other[13]. For example, a data flow
diagram and a state diagram in OMT are transformed into logical formulas
in order to check if the behavior specified with the state diagram is consistent
with the data flow diagram[3].

2. Changing different notations : In Rational Rose, a CASE tool for UML,
a sequence diagram can be automatically transformed into a collaboration
diagram and vice versa, because these diagrams represent the same view of
the system, i.e. collaboration of objects.
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3. Providing formal semantics with diagrams : Diagrams such as UML are called
semi-formal because they have no rigorous formal semantics in detail level
yet. Some studies are related to the techniques of transforming UML dia-
grams to formal descriptions, e.g. class diagrams to algebraic descriptions[5],
state diagrams to LOTOS[22] and so on.

4. Generating a program from a design model : Model descriptions in a de-
sign level are translated into an executable model such as a state transition
machine. The executable model sometimes is too abstract, and in this case,
it is refined further into a more concrete description such as a program
by using a stepwise refinement technique adopted in model-based formal
description techniques like Z[14] and VDM[11]. In DAIDA project[10], an
object-oriented design model of an information system written in TaxisDL
language is translated to an abstract state machine which can be refined into
an implementation.

In this paper, we discuss two potentials for the other roles of model trans-
formation as the techniques of method engineering for information systems de-
velopment. According to Sjaak Brinkkemper[7], Method Engineering can be de-
fined as an engineering discipline to investigate how to construct and to adapt
methods which are suitable for the situation of development projects. One of
the ways to construct suitable methods is method assembly, where we selects
method fragments (reusable parts of methods) and assemble them into the suit-
able methods. In [8,15], method fragments stored in a method base (data base
of methods and/or method fragments) are defined as meta models, and method
assembly is performed by means of manipulating these meta models. At first this
paper suggests another technique for method assembly based on model trans-
formation and this is one of the roles that we will discuss in the paper. Another
role is concerned with the way to provide formal semantics with meta models.
Some researchers investigated and proposed meta-modeling techniques based
on Entity Relationship Model[6], Object-Oriented Model (MOF)[2], Predicate
Logic (including Object Z)[18] and attribute grammars[20]. They successfully
defined just the structure of the artifacts that were produced in a development
project following a method, i.e. abstract syntax of the artifacts in a sense, but
did not specify the semantics of the artifacts. We apply a model transformation
technique to providing formal semantics with meta models.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 sketches the transfor-
mation technique based on graph grammars, which we have used in this paper.
In section 3, we discuss method assembly of a diagram based method and a
formal method, more concretely a class diagram and a formal method Z[14]. In
section 4, as another application of model transformation, we discuss the formal
semantics of these meta models by providing a set of the transformation rules
that can generate a formal description of an instance of a meta model.
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2 Graph Rewriting System

A graph rewriting system converts a graph into another graph or a set of graphs
following pre-defined rewriting rules. There are several graph rewriting systems
such as PROGRESS[19] and AGG[21]. We use the definition of the AGG system.
A graph consists of nodes and edges, and type names can be associated with
them. Nodes can have attribute values depending on their type. Figure 1(a) is
a simple example of rewriting rules. A rule consists of a left-hand (graph B1)
and a right-hand (graph B2) which are separated with “::=”. A rectangle stands
for a node of a graph and it is separated into two parts with a dashed lines.
Type name of a node appears in the upper part, while the lower part contains
its attribute values. In the figure, the node of “TypeA” in B1 has the attribute
“val” and its value is represented with the variable “x”. Numerals are used for
identifying a node between the left-hand graph and the right-hand graph. For
example, the numeral “1” in the node of “TypeA” in B1 means that the node
is identical to the node of “TypeA” having “1” in B2. A graph labeled with
NAC (Negative Application Condition) appearing in the left-hand controls the
application of the rule. If a graph includes the NAC graph, the rule cannot be
applied to the graph. The procedure of graph rewriting is as follows ;

1. Extracting the part of the graph that structurally matches to the left-hand
of the rule. If the type names are attached with nodes and/or edges, these
names should also match during this process. The variables appearing in
attributes of the nodes are assigned.

2. Replacing the extracted part with the right-hand of the rule and embedding
the result to the original graph, if none of the part which structurally matches
a graph of NAC appears. New attribute values are calculated and assigned
to the attributes.

Figure 1(b) illustrates rewriting the graph G into the graph H. The triangle part
of the graph G is replaced with the rectangular sub graph that is derived from
the right-hand of the rule. The attribute values 5 and 2 are assigned to x and y
respectively, and those of the two instance nodes of “TypeD” result in 7 (x+y)
and 3 (x−y). The other parts of G are not changed in this rewriting process. On
the other hand, since the graph I includes the node of “TypeD”, the NAC graph
of this rule, it cannot be transformed by the rule. In addition, we attach the
priority of rule-application with the rules. If we have more than one applicable
rule to a graph, we select some of them by their priority and rewrite the graph
by using the selected rules at first.

3 Method Assembly of Diagram Based Methods and
FDTs

3.1 Method Assembly Based on Transformation

Various kinds of formal description technique (simply, FDT) such as LOTOS,
Estelle, SDL, Z[14], and VDM[11] have been developed to specify software sys-
tems formally and are putting into practice. The benefits of using FDTs result
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Fig. 1. Graph Rewriting Rule and Rewriting Process

from their rigorous and formal semantics based on mathematics. Software devel-
opers can use formal descriptions (FDs) as communication tools, and can verify
some properties of them such as consistency and correctness. Furthermore some
of the FDs such as LOTOS can be executed as prototype.

However it is difficult for developers to understand documents written in a
FDT and to construct a specification in the FDT without learning and training
it, because it has specific syntax and semantic rules based on mathematics such
as set theory, algebra and mathematical logic. Furthermore no sufficient meth-
ods for guiding how to construct formal specifications are embedded to a FDT.
Methods such as SA/SD, OMT[16] and RUP[9] guide developers to construct
the models of an information system step by step. And almost of them produce
diagrams as specifications that are easy for the developers to understand. The
methods are one of key factors to efficiently construct the specification of high
quality. Method assembly is one of the techniques to combine the methods with
FDTs and several case studies have been reported[12,4], even in industries. We
assemble an existing method and a FDT into a new method by using transfor-
mation rules. More concretely, we transform some artifacts that are developed
following the method into the descriptions written in FDT.
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Methods are usually used for extracting and identifying an abstract model
of the system to be developed, while FDTs are applied to the stage to describe
the detailed specification. For example, we compose a class diagram (Object
Model), a state transition diagram (Dynamic Model) and a data flow diagram
(Function Model) that specify the system from multiple viewpoints, when we
adopt the OMT method. These diagrams do not always include detailed or
complete descriptions of the system, e.g. detailed contents of the operations on
objects do not appear in a class diagram. By this fact, it would be better that
we apply these methods at first in the processes of constructing a specification
document, and after identifying a model structure of the system i.e. a kind of
template, we fill its slots with detailed descriptions of the FDT. To support
this process, we design the transformation rules that can generate automatically
a template for the FDT descriptions from these diagrams. Thus we can have
a new method whose first step is based on the method, e.g. OMT and whose
second step is to add FDT descriptions in the artifacts that are produced in the
first step. That is to say, we assemble the method with the FDT through the
transformation rules.

Our transformation technique should be general in the sense that it can be
applied to various kinds of method and FDT. Thus we consider the rules on meta
models of methods and FDTs. A meta model represents a method or a FDT
itself and, like MOF, we use Class Diagram to describe the meta models. Thus
the methods, FDTs and FDs can be mathematically represented with graph.
Transformation rules can be defined as graph rewriting rules and the rewriting
system can execute the transformation automatically. Furthermore connecting
CASE tools for the method with the rewriting system allows us to have an
integrated tool supporting seamlessly the processes to construct a FD by using
methods.

This process can be summarized as follows;

1. Following the method, we construct a model description, e.g. class diagrams,
data flow diagrams, etc., of the system to be developed.

2. From the model description, we get the graph form of the description, called
instance graph, based on the meta model of the method.

3. We transform the instance graph into the instance graph for the FDT (i.e.
the graph-representation form of a FD) by using the graph rewriting rules.

4. The template of the FD is automatically generated from the FDT instance
graph.

5. We describe the detailed parts that are slots in the template.

The details will be discussed in the next section by using an example. Figure 2
sketches the above process.

3.2 Method Assembly Example

In this subsection, we illustrate the method assembly of class diagrams and
formal method Z, which is based on ZF set theory and predicate logic. Figure 3
depicts a part of the meta models of class diagrams and of Z.
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We must note briefly the conventions on Z notation. The Z schema defines
variables and constraints on them with predicate logical formulas in the follow-
ing style;

T ypic alSchema
Signatures (V ariable Declarations)

Pr edicate
(Invariants ; and Pre and post condition)

Figure 4 shows a brief sketch of a class diagram and the Z description which is
derived from the class diagram. As shown in (a) of the figure, the class “Lift”
in the class diagram, surrounded with a dotted box, is transformed into the Z
schema “Lift”, considering the associations and the relationships that the “Lift”
class participates in. The service “up” in the “Lift” class generates an additional
Z schema in order to define the operation “up”, as depicted in the right-hand
side in the figure. That is to say, a class corresponds to a Z schema, while each
service (operation) in a class also does to a Z schema. Attributes and associations
are transformed into variables appearing in the Z schema. The ∆ notation in
the signature part (variable declaration part: the upper of the Z schema) of
the service “up” declares the variables whose values may be updated by the
operation. The variables with the prime (’) decoration represent the values after
the operation is executed, while the variables that are not decorated represent the
values before the operation. Graph-representation forms of Figure 4(a) following
the meta models of Figure 3 (a) are depicted in the figure (b).

Transformation rules of a class diagram into a Z description can be defined
as a graph grammar in straightforward way as shown in Figure 5. The rules have
the priority, for example, the rule 1) has the priority of 1, the highest one. This
rule should be applied at first. After no rules with higher priority are applicable,
we can use the rules of the next lower priority. In the figure, we should apply the
rule 1), and then do the rules 2), 3) and 4) which have lower priority rather than
the rule 1). The priority is useful to easily describe the transformation rules. For
simplicity, we do not write down attribute names but just their values included in
nodes appearing the rules in the figure, because the readers can identify uniquely
the attribute names. Note that these rules derive just a structure of Z schemas
based on the class diagram, not strict and formal descriptions of the meaning
of the class diagrams. In this sense, the rules produce the template of the Z
schemas.

Figure 6 illustrates a series of the snapshots of the transformation process of
the example of Figure 4. These are screen dumps of the execution result by AGG
graph-rewriting system. See the screen (1) in the figure and it is separated into
the top and bottom areas. The top area displays a rule being applied to a graph,
which the graph to be rewritten is in the bottom area. Furthermore the top area
consists of two or three areas from left to right. These display a NAC, a left-
hand side of the rule and a right-hand side respectively. By repeatedly applying
the rule 1), for each class appearing in a graph, a node of the corresponding Z
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schema is generated (the screen (1) in Figure 6). The NAC part of the rule (1)
prevents its duplicated application to the same class node. As a result, every
class node has the corresponding Z schema node and the rule (1) cannot be
applied any more (screen (2)). As shown in the screen (2), we have three Z
schemas “Lift”, “LiftButton” and “DoorButton”. By applying the rule (2), we
can produce a node of type “Variable” denoting the attribute “position” and
draw an edge from “Lift” node to it. See the transformation from the screen
(3) to (4) and the readers can find a new node “Variable” whose the attribute
“name” is “position”. The rule (4) is for adding a Z schema denoting a service
of a class (screen (4)) and its result is shown in the screen (5). Two aggregation
relationships to “LiftButton” and “DoorButton” classes are processed by using
the rule (4) (screens (5) and (6)). Finally, the class nodes are eliminated with
the rule (5) (screen (7)) and we can get a final result as shown in the screen (8).

4 Transformational Semantics of Meta Models

4.1 Overview

Some researchers investigated and proposed meta-modeling techniques based on
Entity Relationship Model[8], Predicate Logic (including UML/OCL)[9,18], at-
tribute grammars[20] and MOF[2], in order to define precisely methods. They
successfully defined just the structure of the artifacts that were produced in a
development project following the method. Consider again the simple example of
a meta-model of class diagrams and is depicted in Class Diagram itself, as shown
in Figure 3(a). This diagram specifies just the logical structure of class diagrams,
i.e. abstract syntax in a sense. A crucial question arises in this meta-model de-
scription. What is the meaning of this meta-model? More precisely what meaning
do “Class” and “generalization” have? One of the answers to the above question
is applying Ontology[8]. Ontology consists of a set of atomic words and their
relationship structure. The “atomic words” mean the non-decomposable words
where persons can have the common understanding. For example, although the
word “Class” is not provided with formal semantics, it can be commonly under-
stood by almost all of software engineers. The technique of Ontology is based on
constructing a kind of thesaurus for methods and providing a map from method
concepts to the atomic words included in the thesaurus. Although this tech-
nique is useful to clarify the differences on method concepts between methods,
it cannot provide a formal semantics or we cannot have any formal treatment
regarding the semantics of meta models.

This section suggests another solution how to provide the meaning for meta-
models so that we can treat the semantics of meta models formally. Although
the artifacts that are produced following a method such as class diagrams may
include informal parts, they can be partially translated into formal descriptions,
and the parts that can be translated can have formal semantics. We capture
the semantics of a meta-model as the rules that generate the formal specifica-
tion (Z description) of a real system when we specify the system following the
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Fig. 6. A Snapshot of A Transformation Process
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meta-model. The rules can be considered as model transformation rules and be
described in the rules of a graph grammar in the similar way of section 3. Fig-
ure 7 sketches the above discussion. A set of the translation rules is associated
with each meta-model description as a mechanism which provides its semantics.
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idLift : Lift_ID " Lift
services : {"up" "Tup_Lift}
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1: 1:
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Semantical Aspect

Transformation Rules

Fig. 7. Semantics of Meta Models by Translation Rules

4.2 Example : Semantics of Class Diagrams by Z

Consider that we write the class diagram not in diagrammatic notation but in
formal description technique such as Z. The difficulties in representing a class
diagram with Z are how to provide the mechanisms for 1) constructing instances
of a class and 2) generalization, i.e. inheritance from a super class. Suppose that
a class diagram shown in Figure 8. A class is mathematically a set of objects
which has the functions manipulating the existing objects. Adding these func-
tions, we can get the following description of the class “Brake”.
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Fig. 8. An Example of A Class Diagram
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Brake with Lamp1
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The Z schemas “Brake” and “Brake Class” define a brake object and its
class respectively. The “Brake Class” has the variable “set of Brake” which
holds the information on which brake objects currently exist, i.e. have been al-
ready created by its constructor. The map “idBrake” in “Brake Class” is for
accessing brake objects with their identifiers. Since it is defined as a function, a
unique identifier should be attached to a brake object, i.e. their identifiers are
different if the objects are different. The operation “Brake new”, a construc-
tor for brake objects, adds a newly generated object “new Brake!” into the set
“set of Brake” and returns it as a result of the operation. The first line of the
predicate part of “Brake new” says that the identifier of the newly generated
object is not equal to any identifiers of the existing objects. When translating a
class diagram into a Z description, we should add the Z schemas for holding the
existing objects and for defining constructors, as mentioned above. In addition,
the variable “services” included in the schema “Brake Class” has the informa-
tion on which services the schema has. When the name of a service is specified
with the variable, say services (“CheckBrake”), we can get the specification of
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the service defined with Z schema. We use the operator θ for specifying the Z
schema itself.

Association and aggregation relationships between classes can be formally
and simply specified by means of introducing into the Z schemas the variables
that hold the relationship information. In the example, we define the variable
“contains destination” in the schema “Brake”, through which the Brake ob-
jects are linked to the “Speed Control System” objects. It is the same technique
as introducing the variables like “has LiftButton” in the section 3.2 in order to
specify the aggregation relationships.

Inheritance (generalization-specialization) relationships would be more com-
plicated. Mathematically, an object of a sub class is also an object of its super
class, and the formula Brake with Lamp ID ⊆ Brake ID specifies this mathe-
matical property of set-inclusion. Since the definition of a subclass overrides that
of its super class, we use an override operator ⊕ on Z schema. Suppose that A
is a map. In this case, (A ⊕ {x �→ y})(z) = y if z = x, otherwise the result-
ing value is A(z). In the case that A is a Z schema, (A ⊕ [a : new domain]).x
returns the value of new domain if a = x, otherwise it follows the definition
of the schema A. For simplicity, we define the modified version of the override
operator ⊕ as A � B = (A⊕B)∪B. The newly defined operator � can play a
role on keeping the definitions included in B. By using �, we can formally and
separately define the override mechanism of attributes and services of classes.

Turn back the example to clarify how to translate inheritance mechanism of
super-sub classes. In the example, “Brake with Lamp” is a sub class of “Brake”
and its instance has a lamp indicator for notifying pushing the brake. We gener-
ate an auxiliary schema “Brake with Lamp1” which has newly defined variables
only, i.e. “lamp status” in addition to its identifier id. To get the Z schema of
the subclass, we connect this schema to the Z schema of super class with the
override operator “�”, and we can have the schema “Brake with Lamp” which
has both variables of “Brake” and of “Brake with Lamp”. It is the defini-
tion of the instances of the subclass “Brake with Lamp”. As for the schema
“Brake with Lamp Class”, we just override the variable “services” in order to
add the services that are newly defined in the sub class.

The above formal description of the class diagram has the strict meaning
that is provided by the semantics of Z, i.e. set theory and predicate logic. In
other words, if we can have some translation rules of diagrammatic representa-
tions to a formal description, the rules define the meaning of the diagrammatic
representations. It suggests that the semantics of the meta-models can be de-
fined as the translation rules from the meta-models to Z descriptions, as shown
in Figure 7. The rules generate the formal description of the system when the
system is specified following a method, i.e. when its meta-model is instantiated
with the system specification.

A part of the translation rules of class diagrams into Z as graph rewriting
ones can be designed in Figure 9 and these can be considered as formal semantics
of the meta model of Figure 3(a).
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1:Class
#C

Service
#O

2:SeviceMap
services : #map

1:Class
#C

2:SeviceMap
services : #map ¥ {#O "T#O#C}

Class
#C

1:Z-schema
#C_Class

SeviceMap
services : #map

1:Z-schema
#C_Class

Variable
services : #map

2:Service
#O

3) : 2 Axiom
[#C2_ID]�[#C1_ID]

2:Class
#C2

3:Z-schema
#C2_1

1:Class
#C1

generalization

3:Z-schema
#C2

4:Variable
id : #C2_ID

4:Variable
id : #C2_ID

2:Class
#C2

1:Class
#C1

Z-schema
#C2

Variable
#C1 #C2_1

::=

Fig. 9. Transformation Rules for Semantics of Class Diagrams
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5 Conclusion and Research Agenda

In this paper, we discuss the roles of model transformation based on meta models
in method engineering. The one role that we discussed was transformational
approach to method assembly and the other one was formal semantics of meta-
model descriptions. The semantics is provided by the rules which transform any
model following the meta-model into a formal description. The transformation
is defined with a graph grammar and its graph rewriting system can execute
automatically the transformation. We also illustrated method assembly of class
diagrams and Z, and the formal semantics of the meta model of class diagrams by
means of Z. We have developed 12 transformation rules for the method assembly
example and 20 rules for providing the example semantics.

In this paper, we have selected Z to provide formal semantics with the arti-
facts that have been produced following methods. There are several other formal
description techniques (FDTs) such as VDM, LOTOS and algebraic specifica-
tion languages for Abstract Data Type. In particular, some excellent studies
to provide formal semantics with the diagrams of OMT exist [5,22]. Although
the aim of these researches are the verification and/or consistency checking of
specifications written with OMT diagrams, we can apply these techniques to
our approach if we select their formal methods such as LOTOS and algebraic
languages as a semantic basis on meta-models. We should explore which FDT is
suitable for the semantics of meta-models.

The transformation rules are defined with graph grammars. To describe
them, as well as meta models and models, with high portability, adopting XML
techniques[1] are one of the significant topics. Although the AGG system holds
graphs in the form of XML documents, its format is specific and some kind of
converter is necessary to combine a method engineering tool.
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